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Abstract

A rigorous Bayesian analysis is presented that uni�es protein sequence	structure align	
ment and recognition� Given a sequence� explicit formulae are derived to select ��� its
globally most probable core structure from a structure library� ��� its globally most
probable alignment to a given core structure� ��� its most probable joint core structure
and alignment chosen globally across the entire library� and ��� its most probable indi	
vidual segments� secondary structure� and super	secondary structures across the entire
library� The computations involved are NP	hard in the general case ��D	�D�� Fast exact
recursions for the restricted sequence singleton	only ��D	�D� case are given� Conclusions
include� �a� the most probable joint core structure and alignment is not necessarily the
most probable alignment of the most probable core structure� but rather maximizes the
product of core and alignment probabilities� �b� use of a sequence	independent linear or
a�ne gap penalty may result in the highest	probability threading not having the lowest
score� �c� selecting the most probable core structure from the library �core structure
selection or fold recognition only� involves comparing probabilities summed over all pos	
sible alignments of the sequence to the core� and not comparing individual optimal �or
near	optimal� sequence	structure alignments� and �d� assuming uninformative priors�
core structure selection is equivalent to comparing the ratio of two global means�
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� Introduction � Protein Threading

Protein structure prediction is one of the great unsolved challenges of modern molecular
biology� The direct approach� based on modeled atomic force �elds �Weiner et al�� ������
�Brooks et al�� ������ as yet faces sti� challenges �Novotny et al�� ������ �Moult et al�� �����
though recent versions using cruder force �elds are promising �Srinivasan � Rose� ����
�Skolnick et al�� ���
�� The most successful current method� where applicable� is homol	
ogy modeling �homological extension� based on primary sequence similarity to another
protein of known structure �Sankof � Kruskal� ������ �Greer� ������ This approach is
of limited generality because most novel protein sequences have insu�cient primary
sequence similarity to any known structure for the modeling step to be carried out�
Recently� however� there has been interest in aligning a protein sequence directly to

a known structure �a process sometimes called �protein threading� or �inverse structure
prediction��� The threading literature is extensive� for reviews see �Bowie � Eisenberg� ������
�Bryant � Altschul� ����� �Fetrow � Bryant� ������ �Jernigan � Bahar� ������
�Jones � Thornton� ������ �Jones � Thornton� ������ �Lemer et al�� ����� �Sippl� �����
�Wodak � Rooman� ������ while for cautionary notes see �Crippen� ������ �Lathrop � Smith� ������
�Moult et al�� ����� �Ouzounis et al�� ������ �Russell � Barton� ������ �Smith et al�� ���
b��
�Thomas � Dill� ������
To predict accurately the structure of a novel protein sequence using the threading

approach� it is necessary both to select the proper core structure from a library of known
examples ��fold recognition��� and to align the sequence to it correctly ��sequence	
structure alignment��� The selected core structure provides a discrete set of pos	
sible amino acid residue positions in three	dimensional space� e�g�� perhaps de�ned
by C� or C� locations� The sequence is aligned to the core based on an objective
function �alignment score� pseudo	energy� potential function�� and is given a similar
three	dimensional fold by placing its amino acid residues into the spatial positions im	
plied by the alignment� Non	conserved loop regions are usually too variable to cor	
respond directly� and side	chains are usually abstracted away� so steps of loop place	
ment �Greer� ������ �Zheng et al�� ����� and side	chain packing �Desmet et al�� ������
�Mandal � Linthicum� ����� followed by energy minimization �Weiner et al�� ������ �Brooks et al�� �����
still would remain following the protein threading process considered here� A major lim	
itation of the threading approach is that if an appropriate core is not already present
in the structure library� correct prediction is obviously impossible� Some attempts
have been made to assemble structure fragments into a novel core �Sippl et al�� ������
�Kolinski et al�� ������ and �Simons et al�� ���
��
A fundamental algorithmic complexity barrier is crossed if both variable alignments

and pair interactions between sequence residue positions are modeled� With the inclusion
of pair interactions �the �D	�D case �Bowie et al�� ����� �L�uthy et al�� ������� the general
problems of protein folding �Ngo � Marks� ������ �Fraenkel� ������ �Unger � Moult� ������
protein threading �Lathrop� ������ �Akutsu � Miyano� ���
�� and protein structure com	
parison �Holm � Sander� ������ all are known to be NP	hard �Garey � Johnson� ��
���
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With no pair interactions �the singleton	only or �D	�D case�� array	based or dynamic
programming methods provide fast exact recursive solutions �Sankof � Kruskal� ������
The body of this paper analyzes the pair interaction ��D	�D� case� Appendix A shows
that the computations involved are NP	hard� Appendix B provides fast exact recursions
for the case of no pair interactions ��D	�D��
This paper provides a mathematical analysis of the general problem of selecting the

proper core from a structure library and aligning the sequence to it� Given a sequence�
explicit formulae are derived to select ��� its globally most probable core structure from
a structure library� ��� its globally most probable alignment to a given core structure�
��� its most probable joint core structure and alignment chosen globally across the en	
tire library� and ��� its most probable individual segments� secondary structure� and
super	secondary structures across the entire library� Conclusions include� �a� the most
probable joint core structure and alignment is not necessarily the most probable align	
ment of the most probable core structure� but rather maximizes the product of core and
alignment probabilities� �b� use of a sequence	independent linear or a�ne gap penalty
may result in the highest	probability threading not having the lowest score� �c� select	
ing the most probable core structure from the library �core structure selection or fold
recognition� involves comparing probabilities summed over all possible alignments of the
sequence to the core� and not comparing individual optimal �or near	optimal� sequence	
structure alignments� and �d� assuming uninformative priors� core structure selection is
equivalent to comparing the ratio of two global means�

��� Protein Threading Bayesian Analysis

Protein threading approaches usually require�

�i� a library of known core structures�

�ii� an objective function for evaluating a given alignment of a sequence to a core
structure�

�iii� a method for selecting the best alignment of a sequence to a core structure �see
�gure ��� and

�iv� a method for selecting the best core structure from the library �see �gure ���

To succeed at the predictive task� the predictions of both core and alignment must be
correct simultaneously �see �gure ���

Figures �� �� �� about here�
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This paper focuses on a probabilistic Bayesian theory that uni�es core recognition
and sequence	structure alignment �requirements iii and iv�� It analyzes closely the con	
sequences of choosing �best  globally highest conditional probability�� For this case�
it provides a probabilistic Bayesian theory that uni�es core recognition and sequence	
structure alignment �requirements iii and iv�� The theory is Bayes	optimal because it
indicates cores and alignments that are globally most probable�
The particular forms of the core structures and the objective function �requirements

i and ii� are determined by the particular theory of protein structure adopted� As
always� the theory of protein structure adopted must address the limited size of the
data base� the problem of low counts in rare environments� and so on� These issues are
beyond the scope of this paper� This paper assumes only that the objective function
may be interpreted as encoding the probability of observing a given sequence in a given
alignment to a given core structure� Otherwise� requirements �i� and �ii� are considered
to be arbitrary and �xed in advance�
Bayes �Bayes� �
��� provided the �rst exact treatment of inference based on inverting

conditional probabilities� His interpretation of the formula� P �AjB�  P �BjA�P �A��P �B��
is well known� Today the mathematics of Bayesian methods is a central component of op	
timal statistical inference �Box � Tiao� ��
��� �Hartigan� ������ Conditional probability
and Bayesian methods have been applied to protein threading �Bryant � Lawrence� ������
�Bryant � Altschul� ����� �Madej et al�� ����� protein secondary structure �Arnold et al�� ������
�Stultz et al�� ����� side	chain packing �Dunbrack � Cohen� ���
�� fragment assembly
�Simons et al�� ���
�� solvent exposure prediction �Thompson � Goldstein� ������ mo	
tif discovery �Lawrence et al�� ������ and structure classi�cation �Stultz et al�� �����
�Hunter � States� ������ �White et al�� ����b�� all with good results� In this paper� the
Bayesian analysis provides a compact account of the globally most probable cores and
alignments�

� Methods � Problem Formalization

This paper uses the gapped block approach to protein threading �Greer� ������
�Jones et al�� ������ �Bryant � Lawrence� ������ �Bryant � Altschul� ����� �Madej et al�� �����
�Xu � Uberbacher� ������ �Akutsu � Miyano� ���
�� �Akutsu � Tashimo� ������ �Xu et al�� ������
see Figure �� The protein core is modeled as a set of core segments ��blocks�� which
may represent segments of conserved secondary structure� Each segment is composed
of a set of contiguous primitive core elements which are occupied by residues from the
sequence to be threaded� Variable	length loop regions separate the core segments and
absorb any alignment gaps� Pair interactions occur only between core elements in core
segments�
Additional background on the problem formalization and notational conventions may
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be found in �Lathrop� ������ �White et al�� ����a�� �Stultz et al�� ����� �Lathrop � Smith� ������
�Smith et al�� ���
a�� which this paper follows� Appendix B discusses the formalism and
notation in detail� Table � summarizes the notation used�

Table � about here�

This paper assumes the availability of an objective function f � called the alignment
score� that satis�es

P �ajn�C� t� � exp ��f�a� C� t�� ���

where a is a sequence of length n� C is a core structure� t is a vector that speci�es
a sequence	structure alignment �a threading� and whose ith component ti speci�es the
alignment of core segment i� and P �AjB� is the conditional probability of A given B�
That is� f is the negative logarithm of an unnormalized conditional probability� It
encodes the probability of observing sequence a aligned by t to core C� For example�
White et al� �White et al�� ����a� and Stultz et al� �Stultz et al�� ���� describe how to
construct such an objective function based on Markov Random Field �MRF� theory�
Many published threading approaches are grounded in an underlying probabilistic

objective function of this general nature� In practice� they may convert the underlying
probabilistic objective function from a strict conditional probability to an odds	ratio
relative to some assumed reference state� say P �ajn�C� t��Pref �ajn�C� t�� The general
approach in this paper is directly equivalent to setting Pref �ajn�C� t�  constant in
some odds	ratio approaches� The necessary reference corrections� here derived from
�rst principles of probability theory� play the role of an assumed reference state�
The body of this paper assumes that core segment length is �xed� even though

�Lathrop � Smith� ����� show empirically how this can lead to threading errors� Sim	
ilarly� here we assume �xed core topology �i�e�� segment rank order and direction��
Some important approaches �Finkelstein � Reva� ������ �Madej et al�� ���� treat core
segment length as variable by adding residue positions to� or deleting them from� core
segment endpoints� This would be modeled using Appendix C and �m additional inte	
ger parameters� each specifying one segment endpoint adjustment relative to the model�
Variable topology� e�g� alternate arrangements of �	strands in a �	sheet� arises easily
from core segment permutations or reversals� This would be modeled using Appendix C
and m additional integer parameters� each specifying the rank order and direction of
one segment�

� Results � Selection Criteria

For a given sequence� this section develops formulae for selecting
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�� the most probable alignment t to a given core structure �see �gure ��� which
maximizes P �tja� n� C��

�� the most probable core structure C across the entire library �see �gure ��� which
maximizes P �Cja� n��

�� the most probable joint core structure and alignment hC� ti across the entire library
�see �gure ��� which maximizes P �C� tja� n�� and which need not be the most
probable alignment of the most probable core structure� and

�� the most probable core structure segment alignments across the entire library�
which maximize P �C� i� tija� n�� and which may potentially allow for the construc	
tion of a structural model for a sequence whose core structure is not in the library
by selecting piecewise the most probable segment alignments from di�erent core
structures�

Item � above corresponds to requirement �iii� in section ���� item � corresponds to
requirement �iv�� item � corresponds to �iii� and �iv� simultaneously� and item � corre	
sponds to �iii� and �iv� for individual core segments�
Section �� below� works a simple example in subsections that parallel the analysis

here� The reader is encouraged to read sections � and � in parallel�

��� Selecting an Alignment Given a Core Structure

For �xed sequence and core structure� the task of sequence	structure alignment is to
select an alignment of the sequence to the core structure �see �gure ��� White et
al� �White et al�� ����a� show that

P �ajn�C� t�  
exp �� f�a� C� t��

Za

���

Za  
X
b�An

exp �� f�b� C� t�� ���

P �tja� n� C�  P �ajn�C� t�
P �tjn�C�

P �ajn�C�
���

 
P �tjn�C�

P �ajn�C�

exp �� f�a� C� t��

Za

��

where the subscript a in Za indicates the summation and the parameters n� C� and t
are inferred from context or post�xed� Note that P �ajn�C� is constant for �xed a and
C and may be ignored for this task�
When f is modeled as a Markov Random Field� as in White et al� �White et al�� ����a�

and Stultz et al� �Stultz et al�� ����� Za is the same for every t � T �C�n�� This case
is treated in the body of the paper� In this case� assuming uninformative priors� the
globally most probable alignment has the globally lowest alignment score�
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����� Variable Za

Appendix C generalizes the equations to the case where Za is allowed to vary with t�
In this case� even assuming uninformative priors� the globally most probable alignment
may not have the globally lowest alignment score� The variability of Za also must be
accounted for� as the simple example in section ����� below shows�
One example of this is the common use of an alignment method based on sequence	

independent gap penalties� e�g�� a gap penalty that is linear or a�ne in the length of
an insertion or deletion but independent of the sequence� In this case some threadings
may delete portions of the sequence or the structure� In practical terms� this causes the
global sum in equation � to be over di�erent e�ective structures and di�erent e�ective se	
quence lengths� In probabilistic terms� the usual linear or a�ne gap penalty forces loops
to become exponentially unlikely in the length of the insertion or deletion� See Fl�ockner
et al� �Fl�ockner et al�� ���� or Maiorov and Crippen �Maiorov � Crippen� ����� for co	
gent criticism of allowing parts of the sequence or structure to �vanish� in this way�
see Benner et al� �Benner et al�� ����� for empirical data showing that an exponential
distribution does not provide an adequate �t to observed gap lengths� and see Lemer et
al� �Lemer et al�� ���� for a discussion of inappropriate gap penalties� leading to gaps
that are obviously far too small� as one aspect of threading algorithms that contributes
to error�

��� Selecting a Core Structure

For a �xed sequence� the task of fold recognition is to select a core structure from the
structure library �see �gure ��� There is general agreement that one would like to select
the core that has the highest conditional probability given the sequence�

P �Cja� n�  
X

x�T �C�n�

P �a� n� C�x�

P �a� n�
���

 
X

x�T �C�n�

P �ajn�C�x�P �xjn�C�P �Cjn�P �n�

P �ajn�P �n�
�
�

 
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

X
x�T �C�n�

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C�

Za

���

 
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

�t
Za

���

�t  
X

x�T �C�n�

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ����

�a  
X
b�An

exp � � f�b� C� t��P �bjn�C� ����

where T �C�n� is the set of all threadings of a sequence of length n onto C� Equation �
orders all cores by conditional probability across the library�
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Normalizing by
P

C��L P �C
�ja� n� imposes the fundamental threading assumption

that the proper core is indeed in the library� and converts the ordering into a con	
ditional probability re�ecting that assumption� Similar normalizations re�ecting the
fundamental threading assumption apply throughout� Probabilities shown generally are
unnormalized�
The assumption of uninformative priors implies that P �Cjn� is constant in equation �

and P �bjn�C� is constant in equation ��� In this case �a  P �ajn�Za and so the most
probable core structure maximizes the ratio �t��a� This ratio is the mean probability
across all possible alignments holding the sequence �xed� divided by the mean probability
across all possible sequences holding the alignment �xed�

��� Selecting Core Structure and Alignment Jointly

The central problem of inverse structure prediction is to select simultaneously both a
core structure and an alignment� given a sequence �see �gure ��� To predict accurately�
both the core structure and the alignment must be selected correctly� However� it is
evident by comparing equations  and � to equations �� and �� that the most probable
joint core structure and alignment is not necessarily the most probable alignment of the
most probable core structure� but rather maximizes the product of core and alignment
probabilities�

P �C� tja� n�  P �tja� n� C�P �Cja� n� ����

 
P �ajn�C� t�P �tjn�C�

P �ajn�C�

P �ajn�C�P �Cjn�

P �ajn�
����

 
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

P �tjn�C� exp �� f�a� C� t��

Za

����

This orders all hstructure� alignmenti pairs by conditional probability jointly across the
entire structure library�

��� Selecting Individual Core Segment Alignments

By selecting alignments to the most probable segments across the entire library� it might
in principle be possible to construct a new core structure piecewise out of the selected
segments even though the constructed core structure does not yet appear in the library�
In this way it might in principle be possible to work around a current limitation of
protein threading� namely that only known core structures may be predicted�

P �C� i� tija� n�  
X

fx�T �C�n�jxi�tig

P �C�xja� n� ���

 
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

�i�ti
Za

����
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�i�ti  
X

fx�T �C�n�jxi�tig

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ��
�

where fajbg is the set of a such that b� This orders all hstructure� segment number� sequence indexi
triples by conditional probability across the entire library� The triples so generated �a�
potentially arise from multiple di�erent cores in the library� �b� have no overlap or or	
dering constraints� and �c� are selected from the set of legal threadings for each core�
and so re�ect its mean	�eld intra	model preferences and constraints� The problem of
actually assembling such triples into a novel �meta	core� is left open�

����� Super�Secondary Structures� or Core Structure Subsets

In many cases a core structure may �t only partially to a core structure� Some secondary
structure segments may correspond� while others may not� This might be the case� for
example� when a common super	secondary structure motif is shared but the rest of
the protein diverges� or when part of the core superposes but another part does not�
Suppose that k of the m segments correspond� that the corresponding segments are
I  fi�� i�� � � � � ikg� and that the corresponding indices are T  fti�� ti�� � � � � tikg� The
previous section gave the special case when k  ��

P �C� I� T ja� n�  
X

fx�T �C�n�jj�I�xj�tjg

P �C�xja� ����

 
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

�I�T
Za

����

�I�T  
X

fx�T �C�n�jj�I�xj�tjg

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ����

This orders� by conditional probability across the entire library� all super	secondary
structures or core structure subsets that consist of k segments all taken from the same
core structure�

����	 Secondary Structure Prediction

Let helix�j� denote the event that the jth sequence residue a�j� is found in a helical
conformation� and let !helix�a� j� C� i�  ftij ti places Ci over a�j� and Ci is helixg� Then

P �helix�j�ja� n�

 
X
C�L

X
x�T �C�n�

P �helix�j�ja� n� C�x�P �C�xja� n� C� ����

 
X
C�L

jCjX
i��

X
ti��helix�a�j�C�i�

X
fx�T �C�n�jxi�tig

P �C�xja� n� C� ����

 
X
C�L

jCjX
i��

X
ti��helix�a�j�C�i�

P �C� i� tija� n� ����
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The equation follows because for physical reasons a�j� cannot simultaneously be in two
di�erent helices or two di�erent positions of the same helix� P �extended�j�ja� n� is
de�ned similarly �extended  �	sheet�� For �	state prediction� coil is de�ned as anything
that is not helix or extended� Let !coil�a� j� C� i�  fhti� ti	�ij ti places Ci before a�j�
and ti	� places Ci	� after itg� where by convention t
  the beginning and tm	�  the
end of the sequence accounts for the leader and trailer loop regions� Then

P �coil�j�ja� n�

 
X
C�L

jCjX
i�


X
hti�ti��i��coil�a�j�C�i�

P �C� fi� i" �g � fti� ti	�g ja� n� ����

The terms are given by equations �� ��� and �� with k  �� adjusted for boundary cases at
sequence endpoints� As elsewhere� the values correspond to unnormalized probabilities�

��� Prior Probabilities

Three prior probabilities are necessary� P �ajn�� P �Cjn�� and P �tjn�C�� P �ajn� is con	
stant for a given sequence and may be ignored� P �Cjn� corresponds to the sequence	
independent part of the core structure probability� It re�ects at least two in�uences� the
relative frequencies of di�erent core structures� and the way these shift with sequence
length� P �tjn�C� corresponds to the sequence	independent part of the loop probabil	
ity� It re�ects the loop length probability distribution for C and n� independent of the
speci�c amino acid residue types that actually occupy the loops�
Assuming uninformative priors and �xed n implies that P �Cjn�  jLj�� and P �tjn�C�  

jT �C�n�j��� There are a number of plausible biological reasons why the assumption
of uninformative priors might be relaxed� For example� P �Cjn� might instead re�ect
the observation that some folds are more probable than others �Orengo et al�� ������
�Holm � Sander� ������ �Murzin et al�� ����� or that fold	space attractors have un	
equal population densities �Holm � Sander� ������ or that proteins are roughly half
secondary structure and half coil� or that longer sequences are more likely to fold into
larger structures� P �tjn�C� might instead re�ect an empirical loop length distribution
�Benner et al�� ����� constructed by tabulating the loop lengths observed to connect loop
endpoints in various geometries across a structural database� or a linear or a�ne gap
penalty� in which case it becomes exponentially improbable in the length of insertions
and deletions� This is not to argue for or against any particular set of priors� Rather�
di�erent informative priors might be plausible under particular assumptions�

��� Global Sums

Only four global sums or means are su�cient to accomplish all of the probabilistic selec	
tions described above� Za of equation �� �t of equation ��� �i�ti of equation �
� and �I�T
of equation ��� Computing the global sums is NP	hard if speci�c pair interactions and
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gaps both are permitted� and consequently either approximations or long computation
must be employed� Appendix A provides brief proof sketches of NP	hardness for the
general pair interaction case� Appendix B provides fast exact recursions for the case of
no pair interactions�

� Example � Selection Criteria

This section works a simple example showing the major selection criteria of section ��
The subsections here parallel the subsections in section �� The reader is reminded that
this example was contrived to be as simple as possible while illustrating the points in
the paper compactly and transparently� and is not intended to shed light on protein
structure�
The example uses the HP model �Dill et al�� ���� in which there are only two amino

acid types� H �hydrophobic� and P �polar�� Figure � shows the components of the
example�

Figure � about here�

Figure �a shows the core library L� together with the cores� native sequences for
reference� Library member L� has two interacting core segments� Library member L�

has three� C� and C� both interact with C�� but not with each other� All core segments
are only one core element long� hence correspond to one sequence residue�
Figure �b shows the three	residue sequence a  HHP to be threaded� It is not

identical to either core�s native sequence�
Suppose any threading that �lls all core segments is legal� i�e�� the minimum loop

lengths are all zero� Figure �c#e shows all three legal threadings of L�� labeled ��#���
and �gure �f shows the only legal threading of L�� labeled ���
For simplicity� let the singleton scores all be zero� Let the pairwise scores fp be

fp�H�H�  fp�P�P �  � ���

fp�H�P �  fp�P�H�  � ����

let the loop scores fl be

fl�P �  � ��
�

fl�H�  � ����

let the total score be f  fp " fl� and let h�x�  exp��f�x��� This simple score func	
tion says that hydrophobe	hydrophobe or polar	polar interactions are more favorable
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than hydrophobe	polar� and that a polar residue is more favorable in a loop than is a
hydrophobe� The native sequences of L� and L� �see Figure �a� both score zero under
this score function�
Uninformative priors are assumed throughout the example� For any feasible a� C�

or t�

P �ajn  ��  ��� ����

P �Cjn  ��  ��� ����

P �tjn  �� C  L��  ��� ����

P �tjn  �� C  L��  � ����

��� Example � Select Alignment Given Core Structure

Assume as in section ��� that the sequence and core have been �xed in advance and
that the task is to align the sequence a  HHP of Figure �b to the two	segment model
L� of Figure �a� The three legal threadings are �� through �� of Figure �c	e�
The scores of the three threadings of HHP onto L� are

f�HHP�L�� ���  fp�H�P � " fl�H�  � " �  � � h�HHP�L�� ��� � ���� ����

f�HHP�L�� ���  fp�H�H� " fl�P �  � " �  � � h�HHP�L�� ���  � ����

f�HHP�L�� ���  fp�H�P � " fl�H�  � " �  � � h�HHP�L�� ��� � ���� ���

To compute Za for these three threadings� sum h�b�L�� �i�  exp��f�b�L�� �i�� over
all sequences b of length � over the alphabet fH�Pg� For ���

term fp " fl  f � h

f�HHH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�HHP�L�� ��� � � � ����

f�HPH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�HPP�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PHH�L�� ��� � � � ����

f�PHP�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PPH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PPP�L�� ��� � � � ����

Za�L�� ���  
P
h � ��
��

It is easy to see that Za�L�� ���  Za�L�� ���  Za�L�� ��� because permuting the alignment
only permutes the rows of the table� i�e�� Za is constant for every threading of L��
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Finally� the unnormalized probabilities are

P ���ja  HHP�n  �� C  L��  

�
P ���jn�L��

P �ajn�L��

��
exp �� f�a�L�� ����

Za

�
����

� ������������ ��������
��� � ����� ��
�

P ���ja  HHP�n  �� C  L�� � ������������ �����
��� � ��
� ����

P ���ja  HHP�n  �� C  L�� � ������������ ��������
��� � ����� ����

Consequently the threading of lowest score� ��� is also the threading of highest con	
ditional probability� ��� This is always the case when Za is constant across di�erent
threadings of the same core�

����� Example 
 Variable Za�

If Za is not constant for each threading of a given core and sequence� then the threading
of global maximum probability may not be the threading of global minimum score� In
this subsection a superscript �$� indicates this�
Consider the case where loop scores are a sequence	independent gap penalty that is

linear in the length of an insertion or deletion but independent of the sequence� Let the
score w�k� for an insertion or deletion of length k be w�k�  ck where c is an arbitrary
constant� Then threading �� has no insertions or deletions and so has a loop score of ��
while �� and �� each have one interior deletion and one leader or trailer insertion of one
residue each �two residues total� and so have loop scores of �c�
Then the scores of the three threadings are

f�����  fp�H�P �  � ����

f�����  fp�H�H� " w��� " w���  � " �c ����

f�����  fp�H�P � " w��� " w���  � " �c ����

Clearly� �� will always score lower than ��� but by adjusting the arbitrary constant c it
can be made to score higher or lower than ���
The following table shows the calculation of Z�

a
for ���
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term f�p " w  f� � h�

f�HHH�L�� ��� � �c �c exp���c�

f�HHP�L�� ��� � �c �c exp���c�

f�HPH�L�� ��� � �c � " �c �����exp���c�

f�HPP�L�� ��� � �c � " �c �����exp���c�

f�PHH�L�� ��� � �c � " �c �����exp���c�

f�PHP�L�� ��� � �c � " �c �����exp���c�

f�PPH�L�� ��� � �c �c exp���c�

f�PPP�L�� ��� � �c �c exp���c�

Z�
a
�L�� ���  

P
h� � ��
�exp���c�

It is easy to see that Z�
a
�L�� ��� � ��
� and that Z�

a
�L�� ���  Z�

a
�L�� ��� � ��
� exp���c��

Finally� the unnormalized probabilities are

P ���ja� n� C� � ������������ ���������
�� � ���
� ����

P ���ja� n� C� � ������������ �exp���c����
� exp���c�� � ����
 ����

P ���ja� n� C� � ������������ ������ exp���c����
� exp���c�� � ���
� ���

Threading �� still has the highest conditional probability� but for some choices of the
arbitrary constant c threading �� has the lowest score� Consequently� the threading of
lowest score is not necessarily the threading of highest conditional probability�

��� Example � Selecting a Core Structure

Next turn to selecting the most probable core model� as in section ���� The task is
to choose between L� and L�� with fl as in equations �
#��� f  fp " fl for L� as in
section ���� and f  f���p " f���p for L� where f

i�j
p denotes fp between Ci and Cj�

The threading score of a on L� under its only threading �� is

f�HHP�L�� ���  f���p �H�H� " f���p �H�P �  � " �  � ����

h�HHP�L�� ���  exp���� � ����� ��
�

The following table shows the calculation of Za�L���
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term f���p " f���p  f � h

f�HHH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�HHP�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�HPH�L�� ��� � � � ����

f�HPP�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PHH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PHP�L�� ��� � � � ����

f�PPH�L�� ��� � � � �����

f�PPP�L�� ��� � � � �����

Za�L��  
P
h � ��
��

The numerical equality of Za�L�� and Za�L�� is accidental�
Next it is necessary to compute Zt�L�� and Zt�L�� by summing h over all threadings�

Zt�L��  h�HHP�L�� ��� " h�HHP�L�� ��� " h�HHP�L�� ��� ����

 exp���� " exp��� " exp���� � ���
� ����

Zt�L��  h�HHP�L�� ��� � ����� ���

Assuming uninformative priors� �t�L��  Zt�L���� � ����� and �t�L��  Zt�L���� �
������
Finally� the unnormalized probabilities are

P �L�jn  ��a  HHP �  

�
P �L�jn�

P �ajn�

��
�t�L��

Za�L��

�
���

� ��������� ���������
��� � ���� ���

P �L�jn  ��a  HHP � � ��������� ���������
��� � ����� ���

Thus L� is the most probable core model for HHP � but L� is a plausible alternative
�the normalized probabilities are ��� and ���� respectively��

��	�� Example 
 Primary Sequence Similarity

In contrast� note that selection by primary sequence similarity to the cores� native
sequences �Figure �a� would prefer L� over L�� This is because the ungapped alignment
of a  HHP to the native sequence of core L�� HHH� has two sequence identities
and only one mismatch� However� the native sequence of core L�� HPH� can achieve
two sequence identities only by introducing alignment gaps� Consequently the primary
sequence alignment of a  HHP to HHH would score better than the alignment to
HPH� and so L� would be preferred over L��
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��� Example � Selecting Structure and Alignment Jointly

Next turn to selecting the most probable joint core model and alignment� as in sec	
tion ���� All of the necessary constants already have been calculated�

P �L�� ��ja� n�  

�
P �L�jn�

P �ajn�

��
P ���jn�L�� exp �� f�a�L�� ����

Za

�
���

� ��������� ������ � �������
��� � ����� ��

P �L�� ��ja� n� � ��������� ������ � ������
��� � ���� ���

P �L�� ��ja� n� � ��������� ������ � �������
��� � ����� �
�

P �L�� ��ja� n� � ��������� ����� ��������
��� � ����� ���

Thus hL�� ��i is the most probable joint core and alignment for HHP � but hL�� ��i is
a plausible alternative �the normalized probabilities are ���
 and ���� respectively�� On
the other hand� neither hL�� ��i nor hL�� ��i are rated highly �their normalized probabil	
ities both are ���
�� This is plausible� as L� and L� are both plausible core models for
HHP �shown in section ���� and �� and �� are respectively their best threadings �shown
in section �����
The reason that L� is the most probable core� but not the core of the most probable

joint core and alignment� is because the threadings of L� have more uncertainty than
do the threadings of L�� Indeed� L� has no threading uncertainty� Uncertainty in core
selection and in alignment selection both contribute to threading error� This e�ect
is commonly noted in protein structure prediction� For example� uncertainty in the
identi�cation of a fold as a �	sandwich di�ers from uncertainty in the strand alignments�

��� Example � Selecting Individual Core Segment Alignments

Next turn to selecting individual core segment alignments� as in section ���� This part
of the example is vacuous for L� as there is only one threading� Secondary and super	
secondary structure� also discussed in section ���� are omitted because they are not
meaningful in this simple example�
First the global sums corresponding to �i�ti must be computed� For example� �i�ti�L�� C�� ��

will sum h over �� and ��� the two threadings that place C� of L� at a���� Assuming
uninformative priors�

�i�ti�L�� C�� ��  �h�HHP�L�� ��� " h�HHP�L�� ���� �� ���

 �exp���� " exp������ � ���
� ����

�i�ti�L�� C�� ��  exp������ � ����� ����

�i�ti�L�� C�� ��  exp����� � ����� ����

�i�ti�L�� C�� ��  �exp���� " exp������� � ������ ����
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�i�ti�L�� C�� ��  �i�ti�L�� C�� ��  �i�ti�L�� C�� ��  exp������ � ����� ����

The unnormalized probabilities are

P �L�� C�� �ja� n�  

�
P �L�jn�

P �ajn�

��
�i�ti�L�� C�� ��

Za�L��

�
���

� ��������� ����
����
��� � ���� ����

P �L�� C�� �ja� n� � ��������� ���������
��� � ������ ��
�

P �L�� C�� �ja� n� � ��������� ���������
��� � ���� ����

P �L�� C�� �ja� n� � ��������� ����������
��� � ������ ����

P �L�� C�� �ja� n�  P �L�� C�� �ja� n�  P �L�� C�� �ja� n� �
��

� ��������� ���������
��� � ����� �
��

Thus hL�� C�� �i is the most probable individual core segment alignment� followed by
the L� segments and hL�� C�� �i� Neither hL�� C�� �i nor hL�� C�� �i are rated highly� The
most probable individual core segment alignments are those that tend to participate in
the most highly rated threadings�

	 Discussion

We have presented a probabilistic Bayes	optimal analysis which uni�es the protein
�threading� problems of fold recognition and sequence	structure alignment� The analysis
is consistent with probability theory� The theory involved three speci�c prior probabili	
ties that model background knowledge about protein structure� and four speci�c global
sums� The global sum computations are NP	hard in the pair interaction case� and have
fast exact recursions if pair interactions are omitted� Conclusions include� �a� the most
probable joint core structure and alignment is not necessarily the most probable align	
ment of the most probable core structure� but rather maximizes the product of core and
alignment probabilities� �b� use of a sequence	independent linear or a�ne gap penalty
may result in the highest	probability threading not having the lowest score� �c� select	
ing the most probable core structure from the library �core structure selection or fold
recognition only� involves comparing probabilities summed over all possible alignments
of the sequence to the core� and not comparing individual optimal �or near	optimal�
sequence	structure alignments� and �d� assuming uninformative priors� core structure
selection is equivalent to comparing the ratio of two global means�
A long	range goal of this work is to integrate structural and functional pattern recog	

nition� The reader will have noticed that the gapped block alignment method discussed
here is conceptually similar to block patterns� consensus patterns� weight matrices�
pro�le patterns� and hierarchical patterns� among many other gapped block pattern
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methods �reviewed in �Smith et al�� ������� Combined structural and functional pattern
recognition is likely to prove more powerful than either alone�
The probabilistic Bayesian view of protein structure prediction presented here com	

plements other views by which protein structure prediction has been understood� such as
Boltzmann�s principle �Sippl� ������ �Finkelstein et al�� ����� �Wilbur et al�� ������ sim	
pli�ed lattice representations �Dill et al�� ����� and spin	glasses �Friedrichs � Wolynes� ������
�Goldstein et al�� ������ The underlying problem of predicting protein structure from
sequence has proven extremely di�cult� and each di�erent perspective has advanced
our understanding� Strengths of the Bayesian analysis include a large body of well	
understood mathematics� an explicit provision for the use of prior knowledge about
protein structure� the ability to ask very precise probabilistic questions and derive rigor	
ous formulae that precisely answer them� and a guarantee that the resulting conclusions
are globally correct with respect to the axioms of probability�
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A Appendix � Pair Interactions

It is easy to show that computing any of the global sums is NP	hard if pair interac	
tions are allowed� This follows by modi�cations to a previously published proof that
computing the global optimum sequence	structure alignment is NP	hard under similar
conditions �Lathrop� ������ This appendix assumes that the reader is familiar with that
proof� Here we sketch only the proof modi�cations that would be made in each case�
formal proofs are left to the reader�

A�� Sketch of proof for �t	 equation �


Combine the edge score functions of a given threading using multiplication instead of
addition� and change the edge score function so that threadings that score zero encode
failures to the original ONE	IN	THREE	�SAT problem and threadings that score �
encode solutions� Then �t is greater than zero exactly when a solution exists to the
original ONE	IN	THREE	�SAT problem�

A�� Sketch of proof for Za	 equation �

Use the same embedding as above� Again� a score of zero corresponds to a failure� and
a score of � corresponds to a solution� of the original ONE	IN	THREE	�SAT problem�
Shorten the sequence so that there is exactly one amino acid per core segment in the
encoded problem� hence exactly one threading in the solution search space� Then Za is
greater than zero exactly when a solution exists to the original ONE	IN	THREE	�SAT
problem�

A�� Sketch of proof for �i�ti and �I�T 	 equations �� and �


Because �t  
Pn

ti��
�i�ti� a polynomial	timecomputation for �i�ti would imply a polynomial	

time computation for �t� which is NP	hard by section A��� In turn� �i�ti is a special case
of �I�T � which therefore cannot be easier�
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B Appendix � Sequence singleton�only case

Low	order polynomial time exact recursive relationships are derived for the restricted
gapped sequence singleton	only case of a Bayesian analysis that uni�es protein sequence	
structure alignment and recognition� This allows the Bayes	optimal selection and align	
ment terms to be computed rapidly and exactly for proteins of realistic size� but at the
price of giving up information potentially encoded in pair �or higher	order� interactions
between sequence residues�
This appendix gives exact formulae �rst for arbitrary sequence	speci�c segment and

loop score functions� then specializes them to the per	residue case� The recurrence rela	
tions are similar to the low	order polynomial forward	backward and Viterbi procedures
of Hidden Markov Models �Rabiner� ������

B�� Additional Notation

B���� Notation for Sequence� Structure� Alignment

The sequence a is a string of length n over an alphabet A of twenty characters �amino
acid residue types�� The set An consists of all strings over A of length n� The sequence
b is a summation variable over An�

Core Structures and Library

The core structureC is drawn from a libraryL of cores� Core structure C is composed
of m core segments Ci� each of length ci amino acid residues� The segments Ci may
correspond to the backbone trace of conserved secondary structure segments� When
ci  � the segments may correspond to single amino acid residue positions� Each segment
Ci is composed of ci primitive core elements Ci�j� Each element Ci�j corresponds to a
spatial position that may be occupied by a residue from the sequence� No alignment
gaps are permitted within segments� so adjacent elements within a segment are aligned
to adjacent residues from the sequence�
Core segments are connected by a set 	 of loops� with loop 	i connecting segment

Ci to Ci	�� N	terminal leader 	
 preceding C�� and C	terminal trailer 	m following Cm�
The length of loop 	i is the variable li and its maximum �respectively minimum� length
is lmax

i �respectively lmin
i �� Unless stated otherwise� lmax

i  "� and lmin
i  the minimum

geometric spanning loop length �i�e�� the minimum loop length capable of spanning the
distance between the end of Ci and the beginning of Ci	��� with lmin


  lmin
m  ��

Alignment

The set T �C�n� consists of all legal alignments of a sequence of length n to the core
structure C� The vector x is a summation variable over T �C�n��
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A sequence	structure alignment ��threading�� is speci�ed by a vector of m integers�
denoted by ta in absolute coordinates and t in relative coordinates� Each absolute
coordinate tai speci�es the index in the sequence a that is aligned to the �rst element of
the ith core segment� That is� tai is the index of the sequence residue that occupies Ci���
For simpler notation �Lathrop � Smith� ����� we generally replace absolute sequence

coordinates ta by relative coordinates t� de�ned by ti  tai �
P

j�i�cj " lmin
j �� Let

)n  n " � �
P

i�ci " lmin
i � and )li  lmax

i � lmin
i � Then ti  � corresponds to the lowest

legal value of tai and ti  )n to the highest� Below� the absence of the superscript a will
indicate relative coordinates�
The ith loop length li and segment length ci are related to ta and t by li  tai	� �

tai � ci  ti	� � ti " lmin
i � Due to the minimum spanning loop length constraints�

� "
P

j�i�cj " lmin
j � 	 tai 	 n " � �

P
j�i�cj " lmin

j �� Due to core segment topological
ordering constraints� tai " ci " lmin

i 	 tai	� 	 tai " ci " lmax
i � In relative coordinates� the

minimum loop length constraints simplify to � 	 ti 	 )n and the ordering constraints
simplify to ti 	 ti	� 	 ti " )li�
Fictitious segments C
 �respectively Cm	�� are �xed at the beginning �respectively

end� of the sequence whenever it is convenient for indicated summations or recurrence
limits� By convention� c
  cm	�  �� i�e�� �ctitious segments have zero length� and
t
  � and tm	�  )n� i�e�� they are �xed�

B���	 Notation for Arbitrary Sequence Singleton�Only Objective Function

In this section we de�ne an objective function that allows an arbitrary sequence	speci�c
score function for each segment or loop� but ignores all pairwise or higher order inter	
actions between non	adjacent segments� We use f� to distinguish this singleton	only
objective function from the general case� and Z� and �� to distinguish corresponding
global sums and means� To simplify notation we omit the sequence �a� and core struc	
ture �C� arguments when they are clear from context� writing fs�i� ti� to abbreviate
fs�a� C� i� ti� and so on� Recall throughout that the relative coordinates shown must be
converted to absolute coordinates as above to obtain an actual index into a� speci�cally�
add

P
j�i�cj " lmin

j � �respectively
P

j�i	��cj " lmin
j � � to the second argument ti �respec	

tively the third argument ti	�� of fs� fl� hs� hl� h�� Hs� and Hl� and add
P

j�i�cj " lmin
j �

to the relative coordinate x in a�x��
Let fs�i� ti� be the score for occupying segment Ci by the substring of length ci

beginning at a�ti�� and let fl�i� ti� ti	�� be the score for occupying loop 	i by the substring
of length li  ti	�� ti" lmin

i beginning at a�ti" ci�� If desired� pair interactions entirely
within segment Ci may be encoded in fs�i� ti�� and those between segments Ci and Ci	�

may be encoded in fl�i� ti� ti	��� This allows an arbitrary sequence	speci�c score function
for each segment or loop� but ignores all pairwise or higher order interactions between
non	adjacent segments�
Assume that the threading score f� is the sum of the segment fs and loop fl scores
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separately�

f��a� C� t�  
mX
i��

fs�i� ti� "
mX
i�


fl�i� ti� ti	�� �
��

Functions hs and hl are the unnormalized probability functions corresponding to fs
and fl�

hs�i� ti�  exp��fs�i� ti�� �
��

hl�i� ti� ti	��  exp��fl�i� ti� ti	��� �
��

By convention� all illegal or out	of	range indices imply score "� �in�nitely bad� and
probability zero� and hs��� x�  hs�m"�� x�  �� i�e�� �ctitious segments have zero score
and unit probability� and hl��� x� x�  hl�m" �� x� x�  �� i�e�� they have zero length�
Function Hs �respectively Hl� is the sum of hs �respectively hl� over all strings over

A of length ci �respectively li��

Hs�i� ti�  
X

b�Aci

hs�b� C� i� ti� �
�

Hl�i� ti� ti	��  
X
b�Ali

hl�b� C� i� ti� ti	�� �
��

Function h��i� ti� ti	�� is the sequence	independent prior probability of observing loop
length li  ti	� � ti " lmin

i at loop 	i� It di�ers from hl and Hl in being a prior
probability distribution over loop lengths� while hl and Hl are posterior probabilities
derived from the sequence residues to occupy the loop� The assumption that loop
lengths are independent yields

P �tjn�C�  
mY
i�


h��i� ti� ti	�� �

�

If uninformative priors are used� then h��i� ti� ti	��  jT �C�n�j����m	�� and the equation
is exact� If an empirical loop length distribution �Benner et al�� ����� is used� then
h� is taken from empirical tables� in this case the equation is approximate becauseP

i
)li  )n�� so the assumption of loop length independence is violated� but it may yield

a biologically more plausible result in some cases�

B���� Notation for Per�Residue Sequence Singleton�only Objective Func�

tion

In many current proposals� the sequence singleton	only fs �respectively fl� is specialized
further to be the sum of the individual sequence residue scores at each element of the
segment �respectively loop�� Here we give a simple way to derive fs� fl� Hs� and Hl� in
such proposals�
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Let s�Ci�j� be the structural environment assigned to core element Ci�j and s�	i� be
the structural environment assigned to loop 	i� s�Ci�j� potentially re�ects a di�erent
structural environment for each core element� as de�ned by the theory of protein struc	
ture used� The loop structural environment s�	i� might be used to divide loops into
categories� e�g�� tight� short� medium� and long� or all loops might be assigned to a single
generic loop environment� Let fAa �a

�� s� be the score assigned to amino acid residue type
a� � A in environment s� and let hAa �a

�� s�  exp��fAa �a
�� s���

fA�a� C� t�  
mX
i��

fAs �i� ti� "
mX
i�


fAl �i� ti� ti	�� �
��

fAs �i� ti�  
ciX
j��

fAa �a�ti " j � ��� s�Ci�j�� �
��

fAl �i� ti� ti	��  
liX
j��

fAa �a�ti " ci " j � ��� s�	i�� ����

hAs �i� ti�  exp��fAs �i� ti��  
ciY
j��

hAa �a�ti " j � ��� s�Ci�j�� ����

hAl �i� ti� ti	��  exp��fAl �i� ti� ti	���  
liY

j��

hAa �a�ti " ci " j � ��� s�	i�� ����

HA
s �i� ti�  

ciY
j��

X
a��A

hAa �a
�� s�Ci�j�� ����

HA
l �i� ti� ti	��  

liY
j��

X
a��A

hAa �a
�� s�	i�� ����

B�� Results � Sequence Singleton�only Recursions

B�	�� Arbitrary Sequence Singleton�only Objective Function

This section allows arbitrary sequence	speci�c score functions for the segment and loops�
and an arbitrary length	dependent function for h�� The time complexity of recursions
in this section is O�m)n��� where )n is the relative or e�ective sequence length and m is
the number of core segments involved�

Recursion for Z�
a

In the sequence singleton	only case� if hs and hl are normalized probabilities� then
Z�
a
 Hs  Hl  �� otherwise� Z�

a
corresponds to a normalizing constant for exp��f���

Z�
a
 

X
b�An

exp �� f��b� C� t�� ���
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mY
i�


Hl�i� ti� ti	��Hs�i� ti� ����

Recursion for ��
t

��
t
 

X
x�T �C�n�

exp �� f��a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ��
�

 
X

x�T �C�n�

mY
i�


hl�i� xi� xi	��h��i� xi� xi	��hs�i" �� xi� ����

De�ne an intermediate function R by the recurrence

R�m�x�  hl�m�x� )n�h��m�x� )n� ����

R�i� x�  
nX

y�x

hl�i� x� y�h��i� x� y�hs�i" �� y�R�i" �� y� � � 	 i 
 m ����

R�i� x� is the unnormalized probability corresponding to placing segment i at relative
coordinate x but assigning it zero score� together with all following segments and loops�
summed over all possible placements of the following segments� That is� R�i� x� is ��

t

restricted to segments i"� and above and the substring a�x� and beyond� Consequently�

��
t
 R��� �� ����

Recursion for ��i�ti

��i�ti  
X

fx�T �C�n�jxi�tig

exp �� f��a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ����

 
X

fx�T �C�n�jxi�tig

mY
i�


hs�i� xi�hl�i� xi� xi	��h��i� xi� xi	�� ����

where equation �� follows because hs��� x�  hs�m" �� x�  ��
De�ne Q by the recurrence

Q��� x�  hl��� �� x�h���� �� x� ����

Q�i� x�  
xX

y��

Q�i� �� y�hs�i� �� y�hl�i� �� y� x�h��i� �� y� x� ���

� � 
 i 	 m" �
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Q�i� x� is the unnormalized probability corresponding to placing segment i at relative
coordinate x but assigning it zero score� together with all preceding segments and loops�
summed over all possible placements of the preceding segments� That is� Q�i� x� is ��

t

restricted to segments i� � and below and the substring a�x� and before� Consequently�

��i�ti  Q�i� ti�hs�i� ti�R�i� ti� ����

Recursion for ��I�T

��I�T  
X

fx�T �C�n�jj�I�xj�tjg

exp �� f��a� C�x��P �xjn�C� ��
�

 
X

fx�T �C�n�jj�I�xj�tjg

mY
i�


hs�i� xi�hl�i� xi� xi	��h��i� xi� xi	�� ����

Recall that I  fi�� i�� � � � � ikg and T  fti�� ti�� � � � � tikg� By convention� let i
  �
and ti�  �� De�ne Qj by the recurrence

Qj�ij�� " �� x�  hl�ij��� tij��� x�h��ij��� tij��� x� ����

Qj�i� x�  
xX

y�tij��

Qj�i� �� y�hs�i� �� y�hl�i� �� y� x�h��i� �� y� x� �����

� ij�� " � 
 i 	 ij

Qj�i� x� is the unnormalized probability corresponding to placing segment i at relative
coordinate x but assigning it zero score� together with all preceding segments and loops
back to but excluding placing segment ij�� at tij��� summed over all possible placements
of the intervening segments� Consequently� with k  jIj�

��I�T  
� kY

j��

Qj�ij� tij�hs�ij� tij�
�
R�ik� tik� �����

For use with secondary structure prediction� loop modeling� �	'�	hairpins� etc�� observe
the special case of

�ha�n�C�fi�i	�g�fti�ti��gi �����

 Q�i� ti�hs�i� ti�hl�i� ti� ti	��h��i� ti� ti	��hs�i" �� ti	��R�i" �� ti	�� �����

Invariants
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Useful diagnostic invariants include

��
t
 

X
t�T �C�n�

exp �� f��a� C� t�� �����

 R��� �� ����

 Q�m" �� )n� �����

 
nX

ti��

��i�ti ���
�

B�	�	 Per�Residue Sequence Singleton�only Objective Function

Specializing the sequence singleton	only fs �respectively fl� to be the sum of the in	
dividual sequence residue scores at each element of the segment �respectively loop� is
discussed in section B����� This leads to recurrence relations that are more e�cient than
section B���� by a factor of )n� because the loop function can be included in the recursion�
The time complexity of recursions in this section is O�m)n�� where )n is the relative or
e�ective sequence length and m is the number of core segments involved�
However� the new recurrences no longer make loop endpoints or lengths explicit� so

the uninformative loop prior P �tjn�C�  jT �C�n�j�� is assumed� a per	loop structural
environment s�	i� is used� and pair interactions between adjacent segments are not
allowed� A superscript A indicates these assumptions�
The new recurrences are

RA�m�x�  hAl �m�x� )n�jT �C�n�j�� �����

QA��� x�  hAl ��� �� x� �����

QA
j �ij�� " �� x�  hAl �ij��� tij��� x� �����

RA�i� x�  

��������
������	

hAl �i� x� x�h
A
s �i" �� x�R

A�i" �� x�

"hAa �a�x" ci�� s�	i��R
A�i� x" ��

� � 	 x 	 )n and � 	 i 
 m

� � otherwise

�����

QA�i� x�  

��������
������	

QA�i� �� x�hAs �i� �� x�h
A
l �i� �� x� x�

"QA�i� x� ��hAa �a�x� ��� s�	i����

� � 	 x 	 )n and � 
 i 	 m" �

� � otherwise

�����
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QA
j �i� x�  

��������
������	

QA
j �i� �� x�h

A
s �i� �� x�h

A
l �i� �� x� x�

"QA
j �i� x� ��h

A
a �a�x� ��� s�	i����

� tij�� 	 x 	 tij and ij�� " � 
 i 	 ij

� � otherwise

�����

Consequently�

ZA
a
 

mY
i�


HA
l �i� ti� ti	��H

A
s �i� ti� �����

�A
t
 RA��� �� ����

�Ai�ti  QA�i� ti�h
A
s �i� ti�R

A�i� ti� �����

�AI�T  
� kY

j��

QA
j �ij� tij�h

A
s �ij� tij�

�
RA�ik� tik� ���
�
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C Appendix � Variable Za

Equation � gave the threading	independent de�nition of Za� The body of the paper
treated the case where Za is the same for every t � T �C�n�� Here we treat the case
where Za varies with t� In this case� f induces a partition on T �C�n� such that two
threadings t and u are in the same partition element if and only if Za�t�  Za�u��
Let the induced partition be T ��C�n�  fT �

i �C�n�g where T
�
i �C�n� 
 T �C�n� is the ith

partition element and the T �
i �C�n� are disjoint and cover T �C�n�� Let iZ �respectively i��

represent global sums �respectively global means� over threadings in partition element
T �
i �C�n�� De�ne

iZa  
X
b�An

exp �� f�b� C� t�� � where t � T �
i �C�n� �����

i�t  
X

x�T �

i
�C�n�

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C� �����

i�I�T  
X

fx�T �

i �C�n�jj�I�xj�tjg

exp �� f�a� C�x��P �xjn�C� �����

Equation � must be generalized to

P �Cja� n�  
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

X
T �

i
�C�n�

i�t

iZa

�����

Equation �� must be generalized to

P �I� T�Cja� n�  
P �Cjn�

P �ajn�

X
T �

i
�C�n�

i�I�T

iZa

�����

Recall that equation �� was the special case of equation �� when k  �� and must be
generalized accordingly� Equations  and �� are unchanged� but must be interpreted
with variable Za�
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Figure Legends

Legend for �gure ��

A schematic view of the gapped block alignment approach to protein threading �adapted
from �Lathrop � Smith� �������
�a� Conceptual drawing of two structurally similar proteins and a common core of four
secondary structure segments �dark lines� I	L�� Note that there is no restriction on core
segment length� from a single residue position upwards� To form the structural models
used here� side	chains were replaced by a methyl group resulting in polyalanine� and
loops or variable regions were removed resulting in discrete core segments�
�b� Abstract structural model showing spatial adjacencies �interactions�� Small circles
represent amino acid positions �core elements�� and thin lines connect neighbors that
interact in the objective function� The structural environments and interacting positions
will be recorded for later use by the objective function�
�c� Illustration of the combinatorically large number of threadings �sequence	structure
alignments� possible with a novel sequence� tax indexes the sequence amino acid placed
into the �rst element of segment X� Sequence regions between core segments become
connecting turns or loops� which are constrained to be physically realizable� All align	
ment gaps are con�ned to turn or loop regions�
�d� A sequence is threaded through the model by placing successive sequence amino
acids into adjacent core elements� Alignments are rank	ordered by their probability
according to equation � The globally most probable alignment is shown selected� It
is also possible to enumerate all alignments in order of probability� or to sample the
near	optimal alignments�

Legend for �gure 	�

Selecting a core from a structural library� Cores in the structural library are rank ordered
by their probability according to equation �� The globally most probable core is shown
selected� It is also possible to enumerate all cores in order of probability� or to sample
most	probable cores�

Legend for �gure ��

Selecting a core and alignment jointly� Conceptually� every core structure of the struc	
tural library �Str� Lib�� Ci� is used to generate a pool of all possible sequence	structure
alignments �All Aligns�� �iT �Ci� n�� with the input sequence� The pooled �core� align	
ment� pairs are rank ordered by probability according to equation ��� The globally
most probable core structure and alignment pair is shown selected� It is also possible to
enumerate all �core� alignment� pairs in order of probability� or to sample near	optimal
pairs�
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Legend for �gure ��

A simple example using the HP model� �a� The core library L� showing the cores� native
sequences for reference� �b� The unknown sequence to be threaded� HHP� �c� The �rst
threading of HHP onto L�� no gaps� �d� The second threading of HHP onto L�� H#HP�
�e� The third threading of HHP onto L�� HH#P� �f� The only threading of HHP onto
L�� no gaps�
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Notation Usage

a a sequence or string over A of length n

A an alphabet of �� characters �amino acid types�

An the set of all strings over A of length n

b a summation variable over An

C a core structure� its ith segment is Ci� whose jth element is Ci�j

ci jCij� the length of the ith core segment Ci

f an objective function �score function�

f� a sequence singleton	only version of f

fA a per	residue version of f�

fa f restricted to amino acid residue types

fl f restricted to loops or variable regions

fp f restricted to pair interactions

fs f restricted to core segments

h exp��f�

H
P

b�An h

h� the loop length prior probability

li j	ij� the variable length of the ith loop 	i

lmin
i �or lmax

i � the minimum �or maximum� value of li

L a library of core structures� the ith library member is Li or C

m jCj� the number of core segments in C

n jaj� the length of the sequence a

)n n" � �
P

i�ci " lmin
i �� the relative sequence length

P �AjB� the conditional probability of A given B

Q� Qj� R recurrence functions

t �or ta� a vector of m integers� ti �or t
a
i � is the i

th relative �or absolute� coordinate

T �C�n� the set of all alignments given core C and sequence length n

x a summation variable over T �C�n�

Zx�y� a global sum speci�ed by x� optionally speci�ed by y

	 a set of loops� the ith loop is 	i� whose jth element is 	i�j

�x�y� a global mean speci�ed by x� optionally speci�ed by y

Table �� Notational usage of this paper�


